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Overview 

The Massachusetts Bureau of Substance Abuse Services (BSAS) recognizes the power of using social marketing techniques to promote healthy lifestyles.  BSAS is pleased to offer resources and tools to the wide prevention provider network to assist you when considering social marketing as a substance abuse prevention strategy.  They provide specific guidance and new requirements for BSAS Prevention Programs that implement social marketing initiatives.  To these ends, BSAS recommends the use of an existing social marketing toolkit augmented with supplemental materials and resources.  In addition, the protocols for approval of BSAS-funded projects are included.  Coalitions funded by any source are welcome to provide feedback on this guide. 

The BSAS Strategic Plan includes a statewide Health Communication Strategy.  Prevention initiatives target youth grades 3-12 (with their parents), women of childbearing age, and adults over 50 years old.  For those already at risk for substance abuse, there are resources to support behavior change and prevent overdoses.  The mass media components of these initiatives are time limited.  The print resources are available at no charge at the Massachusetts Health Promotion Clearinghouse (maclearinghouse.com).  Programs are welcome to label these popular pamphlets and booklets with their contact information and integrate them into their campaigns.  Programs that would like to order bulk quantities of the Massachusetts-specific resources can order them at no charge at maclearinghouse.com.

This toolkit guide was developed by staff from BSAS Prevention Unit, assisted by the Substance Abuse Mental Health Service Administration’s Center for the Application of Prevention Technologies/Northeast Resource Team (CAPT).  The CAPT provides responsive, tailored, and outcomes-focused training and technical assistance to prevent and reduce substance abuse and associated public health issues across the lifespan.  The CAPT assists Center for Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP) grantees—including States, Jurisdictions, and Federally-recognized Tribes and tribal entities— in the application of data-driven decision-making to the selection and implementation of evidence-based practices and programs. Through CAPT efforts, CSAP enhances the skills, knowledge, and expertise of the prevention workforce across the country to support successful implementation of SAMHSA’s Strategic Prevention Framework and other CSAP priorities. 
A number of different social marketing tools and products, already in existence, were reviewed and many were well suited to the needs of BSAS and its providers.  Rather than expending resources to develop its own internal toolkit, the BSAS team decided to adapt a successful social marketing toolkit developed by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). 

The CDC’s mission is:
 “Collaborating to create the expertise, information, and tools that people and communities need to protect their health – through health promotion, prevention of disease, injury and disability, and preparedness for new health threats. CDC seeks to accomplish its mission by working with partners throughout the nation and the world to monitor health, detect and investigate health problems, conduct research to enhance prevention, develop and advocate sound public health policies, implement prevention strategies, promote healthy behaviors, foster safe and healthful environments, [and] provide leadership and training. ”

CDCynergy contains many tools and examples focused on health promotion efforts.  Although some examples are not specific to substance abuse prevention, they have been adapted to assist in creating effective prevention campaigns.  Additional tools well suited to substance abuse prevention have been provided for your use either in the form of a hyperlink or an appendix. A Glossary of Terms is found on page 16. 



How to Use CDCynergy

The strength of CDCynergy is its community friendly nature.  It has very understandable descriptions of best practices in social marketing and provides adaptable planning tools.  CDCynergy has two versions, the Social Marketing version and the “Lite” version.  The Social Marketing version lays out social marketing theory and implementation elements step by step; BSAS recommends this version for programs with little or no knowledge of social marketing.  The “Lite” version is more suited to those who are familiar with social marketing.  CDCynergy also provides “MyModel” and “MyPlan” to assist you with development of a logic model and an implementation/action plan tying together all the activities associated with the social marketing “phases.”   An adaptation of “MyModel” and “MyPlan” which have been modified to comply with the current tools required by BSAS for funded programs are available in Appendix A of this document.   You may use either the adapted tools or the original CDCynergy tools.  Please note that the hyperlinks provided in this toolkit direct to you the original CDCynergy tools.  

How to Use the BSAS Guide to CDCynergy

One challenge posed by CDCynergy is that the user has to navigate through the site extensively to find “MyModel” and “MyPlan.”   Rather than duplicate CDCynergy, this guide directs you first to the sections of CDCynergy where basic information can be obtained, then to the relevant sections describing the social marketing phases, and finally to the relevant sections or steps in “MyModel” and “MyPlan.”  Where a supplemental resource or tool is available (that is, one not from CDCynergy), it will be referenced and hyperlinked or direction to an appendix will be provided.   

The guide is arranged around the social marketing phases contained in CDCynergy: Phase 1, Problem Description; Phase 2, Market Research; Phase 3, Market Strategy; Phase 4, Interventions; Phase 5, Evaluation; and Phase 6, Implementation. After a brief description, you will find the following information for each phase of the process:  

	“What I Need to Know” directs you the section of CDCynergy where a description of the Phase and associated tasks/activities can be found; 
	“CDCynergy & MyPlan” brings you to the respective tools, including “MyModel” and “MyPlan,” as appropriate; 
	“CDCynergy & Supplemental Tools” directs you to the specific section of 
MyPlan” where the tools live and also direct you to any supplemental tools deemed by BSAS to have better utility for substance abuse prevention,  
	“Optional Resources” provides links to supplemental resources, tools and examples not provided elsewhere.   


BSAS Policies and Protocols Related to Social Marketing
BSAS has been asked to create partnerships with their Programs that develop print, electronic and other media. If you choose to implement a social marketing strategy or intervention and receive BSAS funding, there are several policies and protocols that you will need to observe and incorporate into your planning process for health communications.  For example, BSAS requires that materials be reviewed and approved at several administrative levels within BSAS.  This can mean building extra time into your timeline.  BSAS does not permit depiction of substance use or paraphernalia associated with use (including depictions of alcohol) in social marketing materials due to its potential to trigger cravings in individuals in recovery.  A BSAS Prevention Creative Brief is required as the first step of the approval process.  The filing of the Creative Brief also provides an opportunity for feedback and assistance from BSAS in developing effective health communication messages.   The “MyPlan” tool will be very helpful to the creation of the BSAS Prevention Creative Brief.  See Appendix B for the BSAS Prevention Communication Protocol, time implications and principles.  Appendix C and D are the BSAS prevention forms. 

BSAS and Massachusetts Specific Resources
BSAS has developed a number of materials that may be used by providers, including some specific social marketing materials.  These can be found on the BSAS-funded MA Health Promotion Clearinghouse website, maclearinghouse.com.  The materials contained in the Clearinghouse may be suitable for implementation or adaptation with a specific target audience.  Targeted and user-friendly pamphlets for youth, parents and/adults over 50 can be labeled with local contact information. Toolkits are also available for working with OB/GYN and Pediatric Physicians and, alternatively, with alcohol retailers. In addition to the social marketing materials found on maclearinghouse.com, there are other social marketing campaigns being delivered in other states or as a national campaign suitable for implementation or adaptation.  It is recommended that a provider who is considering the implementation of a social marketing campaign review existing campaigns both to get an understanding of “what’s out there” and also to determine whether it is necessary to expend the substantial resources (human, technical and financial) required to develop and implement a new social marketing campaign.  


PHASE 1 – PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this phase, you will define the problem you are trying to change, the intervening variables or conditions which contribute to the problem and the behavioral change theory that will underpin your social marketing intervention.

Things to Remember:  Defining the problem and the contributing factors associated with the problem is critical to designing an effective social marketing campaign.  The investment of time and energy here will yield dividends in the end.  

Phase 1 – Problem Description 
What I Need to Know
CDCynergy Tools – My Plan  
CDCynergy & Supplemental Tools 
Optional Resources
How to write a problem statement  that will help you formulate a social marketing campaign
Step 1.1- Write a problem statement  
BSAS Prevention Creative Brief Proposal should be submitted early in this process by BSAS Prevention Programs
. None
Understand the contributors to the problem you seek to change with the social marketing campaign
Step 1.2- List and map the causes of the health problem 
CDCynergy’s health problem analysis chart
Cambridge Parent Survey – formative research
Identify potential target audiences for the social marketing campaign
Step 1.3- Identify potential audiences
CDCynergy  segmentation matrix

“Pink Book” multiple factors in segmentation stage 1.3 (define and learn about intended audiences), or

Kansas Community Toolbox planning sheet

Making Health Communications Work (“Pink Book”)


Kansas Community Toolbox
Research behavioral change theories to guide efforts of the social marketing campaign
Step 1.4- Identify the models of behavior change and best practices 
None 
Theory at a Glance
Identify team members who can help with planning and implementation of the social marketing campaign 
Step 1.5- Form your strategy team 
None
None
Assess current capacity to implement a social marketing campaign 
Step 1.6- Conduct a Strength-Weakness-Opportunity-Threat (SWOT) analysis 
See section 1.6 of My Plan for worksheet and questions.
None







PHASE 2 – MARKET RESEARCH
In this phase, you will conduct market research designed to help you better understand what kinds of messages will resonate with the target audience.  Please note that market research or formative research is not usually considered human subjects research because it doesn’t ask probe questions about personal behavior, but rather looks at how a particular audience or population may be influenced by different types of health communications messages.  

Things to Remember:  Understanding how to motivate the desired change among the target population is key to designing a social marketing strategy that will achieve the desired outcome(s).

Phase 2 – Market Research

What I Need to Know
CDCynergy Tools – My Plan

CDCynergy & Supplemental Tools

Optional Resources
 How to formulate questions for market research
Step 2.1- Define your research questions

None
Cambridge Prevention Coalition Parent Survey provides a nice example of a market research tool that helped guide a social marketing campaign.
How to gather data to inform the design of your effort

Step 2.2- Develop a market research plan



How to conduct market research and analyze results

Step 2.3- Conduct and analyze market research



How to report out results of the market research for your team and key stakeholders
Step 2.4- Summarize research results







PHASE 3 – MARKET STRATEGY
In this phase, you combine information from Phase 1 and Phase 2 to create a plan for a social marketing strategy.  

Things to Remember: It’s important to understand how social marketing fits in a set of comprehensive prevention services in your community logic model.  Those social marketing strategies that fit well into your logic model are more likely to be sustained over time.  

Phase 3 – Market Strategy

What I Need to Know 
CDCynergy Tools – My Plan

Supplemental Tools

Optional Resources
Please note:   BSAS Prevention Creative Brief Proposal is required for BSAS-funded programs and up to 2 weeks are required for review.  BSAS-funded programs are also required to send drafts (print media) and scripts (electronic media) to BSAS for review (2 weeks).Review of final products take about 2 weeks. Programs may want to plan extra time in the event that input is provided. 
Which portions of a target audience do you need to reach to create the change sought
Step 3.1- Select your target audience segment
CDCynergy  segmentation matrix

“Pink Book” multiple factors in segmentation stage 1,
Making Health Communications Work (“Pink Book”)
Which specific behavior(s) you wish to change and the desired behavior to replace it among the target population, based upon behavioral change theory
Step 3.2- Define current and desired behaviors for each audience segment

None
Theory at a Glance

How to persuade the target population to make the behavioral change
Step 3.3- Describe the benefits the change will offer

None

How to write a quantifiable, measurable goal
Step 3.4- Write your behavior change goal(s)




None
None
Identify an intervention or set of related interventions (in this case, your social marketing initiative is considered an intervention)

Step 3.5- Select the intervention(s) you will develop for your program

None
None
How to write outcome goals for each intervention
Step 3.6- Write the goal for each intervention  
None
None



PHASE 4 – INTERVENTIONS 
In this phase, you pull together an operational plan to guide the delivery of the social marketing intervention.

Things to Remember: Don’t forget to include collection of process and outcome measures.  For example you can determine whether your messages are reaching the target audience.  

Phase 4 – Interventions
What I Need to Know
CDCynergy Tools – My Plan
CDCynergy & Supplemental Tools
Optional Resources
Who will do what on your planning team for the social marketing campaign
Step 4.1- Select members and assign roles for your planning team. 
CDCynergy Sample task checklist

None
How to create measurable objectives for each intervention activity associated with the social marketing campaign
If working with a media contractor, identify how they will document the number of people who see/hear each component. BSAS MIS requires a count of the persons reached. It is acceptable to count number of exposures, or "Gross Impressions" for this report. 
Step 4.2- Write specific, measurable objectives for each intervention activity.

CDCynergy-5.1 elements to monitor
Kansas Community Toolbox Sample Market Audit
Turning Point -Guide Book for Performance Measurement
How to write an action plan (including timeline and budget) for each intervention associated with the social marketing campaign
Step 4.3- Write a program plan, including timeline and budget, for each intervention.
Cambridge Prevention Coalition Timeline (sample)
None
Please note: BSAS Prevention Programs submit draft resources (or scripts in the case of electronic media) to their Contract Manager and the Public Information Coordinator prior to pretesting. See Appendix D for forms to submit with your draft creative piece.
How to pretest, pilot and revise an intervention associated with the social marketing campaign
Step 4.4- Pretest, pilot test, and revise as needed.

Kansas Community Toolbox Sample Market Audit
None
How to prepare summaries and identify potential problems associated with the social marketing campaign
Step 4.5- Summarize your program plan and review the factors that can affect it.

CDCynergy example communication plan

Kansas Community Toolbox channels of communications section 5
None
Making sure to confirm plans with stakeholders
Step 4.6- Confirm plans with stakeholders.  

None

PHASE 5 – EVALUATION 
In this phase, you will define the process and outcome measures that will be part of the social marketing intervention and develop a plan to collect data and report outcomes to key stakeholders.

Things to Remember: Keep your evaluation grounded in the resources you have available. You have already identified and used many data collection methods and tools during Phase 2!

Phase 5 – Evaluation 
Please note: BSAS Prevention Programs should estimate the number if persons served by the campaign. Number of print resources distributed, Gross Impressions. etc. are acceptable for the BSAS Prevention Program MIS.
What I Need to Know  
CDCynergy Tools – My Plan 
Supplemental Tools

Optional Resources
How to monitor social marketing campaign program/intervention elements
Step 5.1- Identify program elements to monitor.
None
Turning Point -Guide Book for Performance Measurement
How to identify and select key evaluation questions for social marketing campaign
Step 5.2- Select the key evaluation questions.

None

How to gather information related to the social marketing campaign’s evaluation 
Step 5.3- Determine how the information will be gathered.

BSAS requires YRBS or similar data to be submitted every year. Since it often takes several years to impact these data, monitoring selected variables can be insightful over time. 

UMass Boston’s Center for Survey Research can offer information on options for surveys and analysis. Anthony.Roman@UMB.edu, 1-617-287-7200
How to analyze and report data from the social marketing campaign
Step 5.4- Develop a data analysis and reporting plan.

None



PHASE 6 – IMPLEMENTATION
In this phase, you will launch the social marketing intervention.


Phase 6 – Implementation 
What I Need to Know
 
CDCynergy Tools – My Plan 
Supplemental Tools

Optional Resources
Steps needed to launch social marketing campaign
Step 6.1- Prepare for launch.

Cambridge Prevention Coalition Timeline (sample)
Making Health Communications Work (“Pink Book”) pages 91-93.
BSAS funded prevention programs submit their “final” products to their BSAS Contract Manager and the Public Information Coordinator for review 2 week review prior to launch. See Appendix D for the form to submit with the creative. If any changes have been made to the BSAS Prevention Creative Brief (Appendix C), this should be resubmitted as well at least 2 weeks prior to launch.
How to implement and manage social marketing campaign components
Step 6.2- Execute and manage intervention components.

Cambridge Prevention Coalition Timeline (sample)
None
How to implement the social marketing campaign monitoring and evaluation plan
Step 6.3- Execute and manage the monitoring and evaluation plans.

None
None
How to use continuous quality improvement processes to strengthen the social marketing campaign
Step 6.4- Modify intervention activities, as feedback indicates.

None
Survey of Cambridge Middle School Parents (Appendix E)

Sources

CDCynergy
http://www.cdc.gov/healthcommunication/CDCynergy/index.html

CDCynergy Social Marketing Edition
http://www.orau.gov/cdcynergy/soc2web/default.htm

CDCynergy Lite 
http://www.cdc.gov/healthcommunication/CDCynergy/CDCynergyLite.html
 
KU Work Group for Community Health and Development. (2011). Lawrence, KS: University of Kansas. Retrieved August 2011, from the Community Tool Box: http://ctb.ku.edu

Lichiello, P. and Turnock, B. Guidebook for Performance Management.  Turning Point.  Seattle, WA.
http://www.turningpointprogram.org/toolkit/pdf/pmc_guide.pdf

National Cancer Institute.  Making Health Communications Work.  National Institutes of Health.  Washington DC: April 2008.

National Cancer Institute.  Theory at a Glance: A guide for health promotion practice (2nd Edition). National Institutes of Health.   NIH Pub. No. 05-3896.  Washington DC: September 2005.  http://www.cancer.gov/PublishedContent/Files/cancertopics/cancerlibrary/TAAG3.pdf

Social Marketing National Excellence Collaborative.  Social Marketing and Public Health: Lessons from the Field.  Turning Point, University of Washington: May 2003.

Turning Point - http://turningpointprogram.org



Permissions

We appreciate that the following entities have granted to permission to share, use or adapt their materials:

	Cambridge Prevention Coalition (Cambridge Parent Survey, Exposure Check) 


	Centers for Disease Control (CDCynergy)


	University of Kansas (Kansas Community Toolbox)





Glossary of Terms

Exposure checks are a method of determining someone has seen a particular message.  

Gross Impressions (GI) are calculated using reach (number of individuals exposed to a message) X frequency (number of times exposed to the message). Gross Impressions are acceptable estimates for the BSAS Prevention Program MIS Reports.  

Process evaluation documents whether project activities are implemented as planned. They measure, for example, the hours of research conducted to develop the social marketing campaign, the number of planning sessions, the number of print or radio ads, and measures of program fidelity (i.e., faithfulness to the planning process). 
Outcomes:
Short Term outcomes are related to changes in risk factors or intervening variables.
Long-term outcomes are changes in behavior related to the priority consequence or consumption patterns. 
Social marketing is the application of commercial marketing technologies to the analysis, planning, execution, and evaluation of programs designed to influence the voluntary behaviors of target audiences in order to improve their personal welfare and that of their society (Alan Andreasen, Georgetown University, 1995).




Appendices

Appendix A
My Model and My Plan

Appendix B
Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Communication Protocol and Principles of Social Marketing

Appendix C
Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Creative Brief Proposal form

Appendix D 
Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Communications Review Form



Appendix E

Survey of Cambridge Middle School Parents



Enjoy your Social Marketing Campaign!


Appendix A
My Plan – Massachusetts Version

Use this template to record the information pertinent to each step of the planning process. Click on the appropriate link from the list below to go to the step in MyPlan. To create a table of key program decisions about Target Audience, Behavior Change, Exchange/Benefits, Strategy, Strategy Activities and Tactics, go to the My Model document. While not all of these steps are required, they help to inform the required Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Creative Brief Proposal form (Appendix C). 

SPF Stage I & II: Needs Assessment and Capacity Building
Phase 1- Problem Description
Step 1.1- Write a problem statement
Step 1.2- List and map the causes of the health problem
Step 1.3- Identify potential audiences
Step 1.4- Identify the models of behavior change and best practices
Step 1.5- Form your strategy team
Step 1.6- Conduct a SWOT analysis

Phase 2- Market Research
Step 2.1- Define your research questions
Step 2.2- Develop a market research plan
Step 2.3- Conduct and analyze market research
Step 2.4- Summarize research results

SPF Stage III: Planning
Phase 3- Market Strategy
Step 3.1- Select your target audience segments
Step 3.2- Define current and desired behaviors for each audience segment
Step 3.3- Describe the benefits you will offer
Step 3.4- Write your behavior change goal(s)
Step 3.5- Select the strategy(s) you will use or develop for your program
Step 3.6- Write the goal for each strategy

Phase 4- Action/Strategy Planning
Step 4.1- Select members and assign roles for your planning team.
Step 4.2- Write specific, measurable objectives for each strategy activity.
Step 4.3- Write a program plan, including timeline and budget, for each strategy.
Step 4.4- Pretest, pilot test, and revise as needed.
Step 4.5- Summarize your program plan and review the factors that can affect it.
Step 4.6- Confirm plans with stakeholders.

SPF Stage IV & V: Implementation and Evaluation
Phase 5- Evaluation Planning
Step 5.1- Identify program elements to monitor.
Step 5.2- Select the key evaluation questions.
Step 5.3- Determine how the information will be gathered.
Step 5.4- Develop a data analysis and reporting plan.

Phase 6- Implementation
Step 6.1- Prepare for launch.
Step 6.2- Execute and manage strategy components.
Step 6.3- Execute and manage the monitoring and evaluation plans.
Step 6.4- Modify strategy activities, as feedback indicates.

Phase 7- Evaluation Reporting 
Phase 1: Problem Description


Step 1.1- Write a problem statement


a. Guiding questions:

	What should be occurring? (desired behavior)      

What is occurring? (problem)      
Who is affected and to what degree?      
What could happen if the problem isn’t addressed?      

b. Outcome of this step:

Statement of the problem to be addressed.      

c. Are there existing media resources to address this problem effectively? (Check www.maclearinghouse.com; www.mass.gov/dph/BSAS; www.AbovetheInfluence.com).
	If yes, do you plan to use these and address a different problem?
	If no, continue to next step.
Note: (BSAS Prevention Programs) Approval to create public information materials is required as of November 17, 2011. See Appendix B for Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Communications Protocol. (Please allow two weeks for review at each submission date and time to incorporate feedback.)



Step 1.2- List and map the causes of the health problem


a. Guiding questions:

What are the causes of the health problem?
	Direct     
Indirect     
	What are the risk factors?      
What are the protective factors?      


b. Worksheet: 

Health Problem Analysis Worksheet
Indirect   Contributing Factors
Direct Contributing Factors

Risk/ Protective Factors
Worksheet elements to copy and paste:
Health Problem



file_0.wmf
 


Appendix A


c. Outcome of this step:

List of health problem causes categorized as direct and indirect, and as risk and protective factors organized in a logical sequence.
     



Step 1.3- Identify potential audiences


a. Guiding questions:

	What are the characteristics of those most affected by the problem?      

Who is most likely to change their behavior?      
Who are key “influencers” on this population?      
Who is most feasible to reach?      
What are the key secondary audiences?      

b. Outcome of this step:

List one, two, or three potential audiences.       

c. Are there already effective social marketing campaigns that can be used to target any of these audiences? (e.g. Above the Influence; etc.




Step 1.4- Identify the models of behavior change and best practices


Guiding questions:

	Which theories appear to have determinants of behavior that match the causal factors you identified in Step 1.3 and why?      

What has worked with similar audiences in the past based on your review of other programs and campaigns?      
(BSAS Prevention Programs) Have you reviewed the BSAS Principles of Social Marketing in the BSAS Prevention Communications Protocol (Appendix B) to guide your work?

	Outcome of this step:


A summary of the theories and best practices that you want to use.
     


Step 1.5- Form your strategy team


a. Guiding questions:

What are the required roles?      
Who can help with financial and political issues within the organization?      
Who are the external partners most critical to get on board?      
What organizational structure will be used?      
What communications approaches will be used?      


b. Worksheet:

Team Member
Affiliation
Role
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
Decision-making process:
     

Communication process:
     



c. Outcome of this step:

The names of your team members, their affiliations, and their roles and brief descriptions of your communication and decision-making processes
     



Step 1.6- Conduct a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis


a. Guiding questions:
	How relevant is the problem to your organization’s mission/goals?      
	Where does the problem fit in your organization’s priorities?      
	What knowledge is available to ameliorate the problem, and do you have access to that information?      
	What is the state of relevant technology?      
	Are the human, technical and financial resources you need to address the problem available? 
	What activities can you do in-house?      
	What activities will you need to contract for, and what challenges are presented by the contracting process?      
	What work is already underway to address the problem, and who is doing that work? 
	What gaps exist?      
	What political support and resistance surround the problem?      
	What organizations or activities that affect the problem indirectly (that work “upstream” in your health problem analysis could be potential partners?      
	Are there ethical concerns associated with any of the possible strategies?      
	(BSAS Prevention Programs) In order to ensure coordination and a smooth approval process, have you addressed your BSAS Prevention Contract Manager and the Public Information Coordinator’s input (if any)?

















b. Worksheet:

SWOT worksheet
Factors/Variables
Internal
External
Positive
Strengths
Opportunities

     
     
Negative
Weaknesses
Threats

     
     


c. Outcome of this step:

The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats identified, along with any ethical barriers to adopting particular strategies in your community. Also, a summary of eliminated approaches and ones that appear to be more attractive based on the SWOT analysis.
     




Phase 2- Market Research


Step 2.1- Define your research questions


a. Guiding questions:


	What gaps or assumptions are there in your Phase 1 analysis?      

What questions are suggested by the theory(ies) of behavior change you are choosing for guidance?      
What questions do you have about applying best practice to your specific target audience and situation?      
What questions do you have about benefits, barriers, competition, and multi-cultural factors for some behaviors you may want to target?      

b. Outcome of this step:

List of research questions (divide them into nice to know and need to know)
     



Step 2.2- Develop a market research plan


a. Guiding questions:


	Which of the research questions developed in Step 2.1 can be answered using secondary sources and which ones require collecting new (primary) data      

	Will you be using qualitative or quantitative methods to answer your primary research questions and if so which ones specifically?      
In what order will you conduct your formative studies?      


b. Outcome of this step:

Market Research Plan
     



Step 2.3- Conduct and analyze market research


a. Guiding questions:


Who will carry out each major component of the market research plan you crafted in the previous step?      
What are their roles and responsibilities?      
If needed, who will be the lead researcher?      
How will you tabulate and analyze the data?      





b. Outcome of this step:

Market research analysis
     



Step 2.4- Summarize research results

a. Market research results summary worksheet:

Executive Summary

     
Introduction

     
Methodology

     
Results

     
Conclusions and Recommendations
     

b. Outcome of this step:

Market research results summary
     


Phase 3- Market Strategy

Step 3.1- Select your target audience segments


a. Guiding questions:
For each of the potential segments, answer the following questions using information from your research findings: 
	What are their aspirations?      

What are the benefits of the target behavior valued?      
What are the competitive behaviors practiced?      
What information channels are used?      
What is their level of readiness for change?      
Which segments that have the following? 
	Perceived benefits that are easy to build into an exchange      
	Competing behaviors against which you can “win”      
	The largest number of people effectively reachable at the smallest cost      
	The cultural/language issues to address      
	The greatest readiness to change      

	Based on the characteristics and concerns of secondary audiences (influentials) in your Phase 2 research, does the amount of influence they have merit devoting program resources to reaching them as a distinct audience segment?      


b. Outcome of this step:

List of primary and secondary target audience segments refined from the list created in Step 1.2 using the results of the research done in Phase 2.
     



Step 3.2- Define current and desired behaviors for each audience segment


a. Guiding questions:

	What behaviors are the audience segments you have chosen currently engaged in?      
	Which of these behaviors could be changed in the short-run?      
	Is it likely to change them with a little more incentive? If audience members take the desired action, will it make a tangible difference in achieving your overall program goal?      


To narrow your list down to the final priorities, answer these questions about the following factors for each audience/behavior pair:
Risk 
	Is the target audience segment currently practicing risky or unhealthy behaviors?      
	How serious is the risk, if incurred?      

Impact 
	Does the new (desired) behavior reduce risk?      
	Will addressing this audience/behavior have a useful, lasting impact on the problem?      
	How effective will the proposed behavior be at reducing overall negative outcomes or improving positive ones?      
	Is the audience/behavior being effectively addressed by anyone else?      

Behavioral Feasibility
	Is the audience likely to continue the unhealthy behavior or adopt the new behavior? Is the current behavior seen as a problem? How ingrained or “rewarding” are the current or competing behaviors?      
	How costly is it (time, effort, resources) for the audience segment to perform the behavior?      
	How complex is the behavior (does it involve few or several elements)?      
	How frequently must the behavior be performed?      
	How compatible is the proposed behavior with the audience’s current practices (is the behavior socially approved)?      
	Are there major barriers to engaging in the desired behavior? What information, skills, resources and/or access must the audience segment acquire to overcome the barriers and make the desired behavior more attractive so that they change?      
	Are there at least some members of the segment (“doers”) who manage to do the desired behavior? Do they have unusual characteristics?      

Resource Feasibility 
	How effectively can we reach this audience segment given our available resources?      
	How effectively can we influence their behaviors given our available resources?      
	Can this audience/behavior be addressed within the timeframe of the initiative or does it require an ongoing effort?      



Political Feasibility
	Will the community (or other important stakeholders) support this audience/behavioral objective?      
	Does your organization support the choice?      


b. Worksheet:

Utilize the interactive Health Strategy Comparison Wizard provided for this step in CDCynergy.


c. Outcome of this step:

Descriptions of current and desired behaviors for each audience segment chosen
     




Step 3.3- Describe the benefits you will offer


a. Guiding questions:

	What do your audience research findings show that the target audience wants?      

What do audience members say they value the most?      
What are you are asking them to do?      
What they’ll get in return?      
	Does the exchange you are proposing meet the following criteria?      
	Easy-to-irresistible to accept?      
Maximizes the benefits they will get for adopting a behavior?      
Minimizes any barriers that might deter them?      


b. Worksheet:

	Exchange Worksheet

Audience member gives:
     
Audience member gets:
     
Social Marketer gets:
     


c. Outcome of this step:

Description of the benefits that will be offered.
     
Step 3.4- Write your behavior change goal


a. Guiding questions:

Who?      
Will do what?      
Under what conditions?      
In exchange for?      

b. Outcome of this step:

Behavior change goal write-up
     



Step 3.5- Select the strategy(s) you will use or develop for your program


a. Guiding questions:

	What strategies do you propose to develop? 
	Communication about facts and benefits      

Providing or improving a service      
Developing or adapting a product      
Changing policy through advocacy and community mobilization to reduce barriers to service      



b. Outcome of this step:

List of strategies to be developed or used
     



Step 3.6- Write the goal for each strategy


a. Guiding questions:


How will each strategy work to influence the audience to adopt the new behavior?      


b. Outcome of this step:

Description of specific goal(s) for each strategy
     

Phase 4- Strategies

Step 4.1- Select members and assign roles for your planning team.


a. Guiding questions:

	Should your current team’s composition be supplemented or reconfigured to incorporate the strategy planning skills contacts or other resources needed for this phase that your current strategy team lacks?      


	What additional representation do you need on your team in terms of groups that you want to reach, and technical, managerial, and creative expertise?      


b. Outcome of this step:

List of planning team members and descriptions of their roles.
     
	List of subcommittees and/or contractors, if needed
     



Step 4.2- Write specific, measurable objectives for each strategy activity.


a. Guiding questions:

What are the short-term, intermediate and long-term outcome objectives for each strategy goal that you set in Phase 3?      


b. Outcome of this step:

The short-term, intermediate and long-term outcome objectives for each strategy goal.
     



Step 4.3- Write a program plan, including timeline and budget, for each strategy.


a. Guiding questions:
	What are the activities, timing, scope and quality of each strategy and the size and nature of the target audience that will be exposed to it?      
	(BSAS Prevention Programs) have you included two weeks for your BSAS Contract Manager and Public Information Coordinator to review your drafts before finalizing? See Appendix B for the BSAS Prevention Communications Protocol and Appendix D for a form to submit with your creative at each of these time points.  If you would like to use the MDPH/BSAS logos, please include another week. If there have been any revisions to the approved Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Creative Brief Proposal (Appendix C), BSAS Prevention Programs should submit it again.
	After BSAS input has been addressed, the final products are again submitted for final review. Please allow two weeks for review and time to incorporate any feedback. 



b. Outcome of this step:

The delivery/reach objectives, timeline and budget for each strategy
     

Step 4.4- Draft, Pretest, pilot test, and revise as needed.
Draft the resource to be produced.


a. Guiding questions:

	Is an expert review necessary?      

What is your plan to create and test your concepts, products, distribution channels, materials and messages?      
What are the revisions that will be made based on the testing of the items above?      


b. Outcome of this step:

Testing plan and recommended revisions based on the outcomes of the testing.
     


Step 4.5- Summarize your program plan and review the factors that can affect it.


a. Guiding questions:

	What are the factors that can affect your program plan?      



b. Outcome of this step:

List of the factors that can affect your program plan.
     



Step 4.6- Confirm plans with stakeholders.

a. Guiding questions:

Do your stakeholders support your strategy plans?      
Have you secured stakeholder agreements?      


b. Outcome of this step:

Secured stakeholder buy-in and support.
     



Phase 5- Evaluation Planning


Step 5.1- Identify program elements to monitor.

a. Guiding questions:

Which program elements will you monitor?      


b. Outcome of this step:

List of program elements to monitor
BSAS Prevention Programs are required to “take credit” for all of the persons reached on their Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Management Information System (MIS). Duplicate counts are fine. Please see the Glossary of Terms (Pg. 13) for typical ways of measuring the numbers of persons served. If media contractors are involved, they can often supply estimates of these numbers. Numbers of copies distributed can be used as an estimate of the numbers served by print materials. Demographic characteristics should be presented as often as possible on these required Quarterly Reports. 

     



Step 5.2- Select the key evaluation questions.


a. Guiding questions:

What evaluation questions will you address?      


b. Outcome of this step:

List of evaluation questions.
     



Step 5.3- Determine how the information will be gathered.


a. Guiding questions:

What information sources and data collection methods will you use for monitoring and evaluation?      
What data are you currently collecting that could be used as a baseline and/or for on-going data collection? (For example, YRBS data)
What evaluation research design will be used?      


b. Outcome of this step:

Description of information sources, data collections methods and research design.
     




Step 5.4- Develop a data analysis and reporting plan.


a. Guiding questions:

How will the data for each monitoring and evaluation question will be coded, summarized and analyzed?      
How will conclusions be justified?      
How stakeholders both inside and outside the agency will be kept informed about the monitoring and evaluation activities?      
When will the monitoring and evaluation activities be implemented and how will they be timed in relation to program implementation?      
How will the costs of monitoring and evaluation be presented?      
How will the monitoring and evaluation data be reported?      
What are your monitoring and evaluation timelines and budgets?      


b. Outcome of this step:

A data analysis and reporting plan
     



Phase 6- Implementation


Step 6.1- Prepare for production and launch.


a. Guiding questions:

	Have you received organizational clearance for use and/or creation of program materials?      

(BSAS Prevention Programs) has the draft of the resources (or script of electronic media) been reviewed by your Contract Manager and the Public Information Coordinator of Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Programs? Please include sample graphics. (Allow 2 weeks for review, and extra time to incorporate input from BSAS.)
What level of quality can you afford to produce the resources in the amounts needed to support your program activities?      
If you plan to issue requests for proposals (RFPs) have they been prepared, and what is your schedule for issuing and reviewing them?      
Have you reallocated or hired new staff or consultants as your program plan requires?      
Have you trained your staff to prepare them for the launch of your strategy activities?      
Do you need a plan for rolling out different strategy components at different times?      


b. Outcome of this step:

Finalization of content, scripts and/or graphics, as relevant. 
Launch preparations and plan.
     



Step 6.2- Execute and manage strategy components.


a. Guiding questions:

When is your launch date and how will you manage and publicize it?      
How will you managing program activities and personnel?      
What will be your approach to taking advantage of unforeseen opportunities that arise and integrating lessons learned?      
Will you plan for press coverage? See www.maclearinghouse.com under Substance Abuse for a resource on successful public relations. 


b. Outcome of this step:

Execution and ongoing management of strategy components.
     



Step 6.3- Execute and manage the monitoring and evaluation plans.


a. Guiding questions:

What is the ongoing status of your program progress, monitoring and evaluation activities, feedback and lessons learned?      



b. Outcome of this step:

Summary of monitoring and evaluation results.
     



Step 6.4- Modify strategy activities, as feedback indicates.


a. Guiding questions:

	What modifications are needed to the strategies based on the results of your monitoring and evaluation activities?      

What ongoing data would you use; do you need new data source to continue monitoring activities?


b. Outcome of this step:

Recommendations for modifications to strategy activities.
     



Phase 7- Evaluation Reporting

Step 7.1

a. Guiding questions:
	What reporting do you need for your stakeholder groups?

BSAS funded programs should contact their Contract Manager before planning to release reports to the public or the press. 
Will you report on outcomes or progress to the media?
Do you have what you need for reports for BSAS or other funders?
What format(s) will you use to release reports (word, PDFs, etc)?
Where will you make reports available (web, shared drive, etc)?
Will reports include charts, pictures, text, etc?


My Model
TARGET 
AUDIENCE

In order to help this specific target audience:
(start text here)
(start text here)
(start text here)

BEHAVIOR 
CHANGE

Do this specific behavior:
Change X behavior from ___% to ___%
	(start text here)

(start text here)
(start text here)


EXCHANGE/
BENEFITS

We will offer these benefits that the audience wants:
(start text here)
(start text here)
(start text here)

STRATEGY

And lower these barriers, address these 'Ps'(Price, Promotion, Product, Plan):
(start text here)
(start text here)
(start text here)

Through these prevention activities and tactics:
Behavior Change Goals
Activities and Tactics

Program Delivery & Reach Objectives
Outcome Objectives
Resources Needed
Start text here
Start text here
Start text here
Start text here
Start text here
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Appendix B – Draft for Pilot

Massachusetts Department of Public Health
Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Communication Protocol


Step One: Submit a BSAS Prevention Creative Brief Proposal to your Contract Manager and the Public Information Coordinator. At this point the overview should be clear, but not all of the details need to be completed. Please allow two weeks for approval of the BSAS Creative Brief Proposal.
Step Two: Once the BSAS Creative Brief Proposal has been approved, and any input from BSAS has been incorporated you can begin work on fleshing out the creative details. At this point concept testing with your target population and usability testing would be appropriate. This draft should be submitted to your Contract Manager and the Public Information Coordinator using the BSAS Prevention Communications Review Form. Please allow BSAS Prevention two weeks for the approval of the Communications Review.* 
Step Three: Once the BSAS Prevention Communications Review Form has been approved and any input from BSAS has been incorporated you can put the draft into a final draft format. This final product should then be submitted to your Contract Manager and the Public Information Coordinator using the BSAS Prevention Communications Review Form again. Please allow two weeks for this approval.* 
Contract Managers:
Tonya Fernandes			or		Amal Marks            or             José Morales 
DPH/BSAS 						
250 Washington Street, 3rd Floor					Same Address
Boston, MA 02108					
617-624-5140					617-624-5172			617-624-5142
    Tonya.Fernandes@state.ma.us 			Amal.Marks@state.ma.us       Jose.Morales@state.ma.us

Public Information Coordinator:
   Kathleen Herr-Zaya			and		Kat Whelton
DPH/BSAS						DPH/BSAS
250 Washington Street, 3rd Floor			250 Washington Street, 3rd Floor	
   Boston, MA 02108					Boston, MA 02108
   617-624-5143					617-624-5163
   Kathleen.Herr-Zaya@state.ma.us   			Kathleen.Whelton@state.ma.us

*If you would like permission to use Department of Public Health and Bureau of Substance Abuse Services logos, allow for one extra week for further review. 
Appendix B – Draft for Pilot
Principles of Social Marketing in Public Health
MA Department of Public Health Bureau of Substance Abuse Services
Prevention Communication Partnership
September 2011

Massachusetts Social Marketing Process

The Bureau of Substance Abuse Services (the Bureau) strives to take the following steps to create public information resources to prevent and reduce alcohol and other drug abuse. We expect they will continue to grow as we partner on prevention resources. These principles highlight some of the priorities what will inform the review process (Pg. 1). 
	Identify the problem, substance abuse data and the audience (target population) for the campaign

Review the research on the issue and the audience via online medical and public health databases and summarize a brief literature review
Coordinate with a social marketing contractor to gather information from gatekeepers, experts and/or audience (as appropriate)
Review and decide on the most effective tone, message, call to action, and channel(s) for delivery
Collaborate with a social marketing contractor to develop a draft of the content and sample design when possible
Assure that plain language (4th – 5th grade reading level) is used, and “triggers to craving” such as images and paraphernalia are avoided
Review drafts for consistency with public health, substance abuse and other related principles in order to “do good without causing harm”
Seek input and suggestions from discussion groups composed of the target audience
Balance best practices with suggested changes and finalize the full design
Obtain approval from your organization as appropriate
Produce media approach(es)
Distribute via media outlets, websites, e-mail lists etc.
Track numbers of print media distributed by numbers of people served, evaluation outcomes and/or changes in substance abuse data as planned.

Background

To be effective, social marketing campaigns:
	Consider the competition2
	Target population can go somewhere else/do something else or maintain current behavior2

Make the competing behavior less attractive, less available, more costly, etc.2
Model the positive behavior or make it more attractive
	Develop a plan of attack
	Define the health problem2
	For example, an increase in underage drinking 
	Identify the target population, i.e. who must act to solve the problem2
Conduct research2
	Understanding the target population is important: their needs, wants, hopes, fears, knowledge, attitude, behavior, perceived risk, etc.;2 Statistics can inform planners of the characteristics of the population.
Research other programs addressing similar issues. What were their strengths/weaknesses? Successes/failures? How does the population in the researched program compare to the targeted population?
Use theories and studies to identify underlying motivations and values of the population. For example, Americans tend to take pride in being independent. While they may not acknowledge it, youth still do not want to disappoint their parents. By identifying these values, Public Health (PH) can develop a plan suited to the population.
Discussion groups can be effective tools for learning more in depth information about how the issue resonates with the audience.
	Develop the project and interventions2
	Plan initial concepts and program elements based on what is learned during data analysis, literature reviews, discussion groups, and other sources.2
Identify whether PH is trying to maintain a healthy behavior or change an unhealthy one.
Individuals in a population may be at varying “stages of readiness” to adopt a new behavior. This must be considered when developing the focus of the message of a program.1 
The age of the population is also important to remember.1 Some information may not be appropriate or apply to certain age groups. The trusted sources of information (i.e. health or law enforcement organizations, television, Internet) and the best ways people learn (i.e. through visuals, by hearing or by reading a message, or both) may vary with age.
Showing peers of the audience engaged in the recommended behavior is a way for the population to identify with the message.1

	Apply marketing principles2
	Product – the behavior, service, or program being exchanged with the target population at some price, for some benefit. The benefit of the product must be seen as better than the benefit of the current behavior/service/program.2
	An integral part in marketing a public health product is showing the target audience that the behavior change will fulfill important core values, but following the present behavior is, in fact, against these values4.
	Price – the cost of changing the current behavior. This is not just a monetary cost; it can be the “costs” of time or effort or physical, emotional, or psychological “costs.”2

Place – the channels through which the product can be accessed. A product will only be successful if it is easily accessible by the audience.2
Promotion – communicating the product and its costs and benefits to the target audience. This can include advertising, events, direct mailings, etc.2 
	How a public health issue is visually depicted can influence its success. The target audience’s core values can be displayed via appropriate metaphors, symbols, words/phrases, and pictures4. Images of substances and paraphernalia may induce craving in persons with substance abuse problems or in recovery, so they should not be used.  
Scare tactics are usually not the most effective approach
The source of the public health product should compel the audience to believe the product is reliable. Public health practitioners historically have depended heavily on scientific evidence to support a product. However, paired with a more compelling source of support – such as a respected spokesperson, in appropriate cases – may elicit an increased aspect of trust of the message or product4.
	Policy change – promoting policies and rules which encourage voluntary behavior change can be very effective.2


	Deliver and monitor the program2
	Prevention programs should be long-term and include reinforcement in addition to the initial program. Studies have shown the benefits of a program are maintained by continued follow-up.3

If a program is being adapted for a new target population, it’s important to keep the main ideas of the original program. These include how the program is organized, the facts and skills being communicated, and how the program is implemented and evaluated.3

One tactic to increase the success of a campaign is to coordinate it with a national or state program. Ohio developed a campaign to increase awareness of social host laws called “Parents Who Host, Lose The Most.” After initiation of the campaign, there was a 26% decrease in the number of youth who said they were at a party where youths were served alcohol in the last two months5. Other states have implemented the program based on the success in Ohio. Local efforts can be built to complement larger statewide campaigns, such as the Bureau of Substance Abuse Services’ campaigns targeting youth, women of childbearing age, and/or older adults (to order resources see maclearinghouse.com). Giving out these colorful free materials can increase the audience’s exposure to a local program’s key campaign’s message. Programs are welcome to label the resources with their own program or coalition information. 

	Conduct evaluations2
	How many people did the campaign reach? Was the target population likely to see the campaign components multiple times?

How effective was the program? Did it produce the desired results? For example, is there existing data that may document whether a program addressing the early use of alcohol and other drugs in children result in an increase in the “age of first use”?
Results may not always be immediately seen. Evaluations should consider the time it takes for people to receive the message and make the decision to adapt a new/change their behavior. A campaign may also be successful if it results in the maintenance of a healthy behavior over time (i.e. if low rates of drug use remain constant for a class as they move from one grade to the next after exposure to prevention messages). 

In summary, the most effective social marketing campaigns use the literature on the behaviors of interest; in-depth insight gained from discussion groups; marketing; and evaluation principles to guide a creative process. The results inspire - as well as inform - the audience. 

For more information, contact Kathleen Herr-Zaya, BSAS, 617-624-5143, or email 
Kathleen.Herr-Zaya@state.ma.us or Kathleen.Whelton@state.ma.us  
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 Appendix C – Draft for Pilot


 Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Creative Brief Proposal
Concept Sheet



For MDPH Use Only: Note dates 
______	Creative Brief submitted to Contract Manager (CM)
______	Health Communications review and negotiation
______  Draft submitted
______  Draft approved
______	Final draft submitted to CM
______	Final status:
	__ Approved
__ Approved w/ conditions
__ Disapproved
______	Conditions met & approved 




Program Name:       

Program Contact:       

Phone:       	             E-mail:       		

BSAS Contract Manager (CM):    

Campaign/Materials Title(s):       

Type of Material:	 Flyer	 Brochure	 Poster	 Fact sheet	 Print ad
			 Radio spot	 TV PSA	 Video	 Web:         Other:       


Background Description/Rationale:
What has prompted the development of this material?
What data, research, requests or programmatic experience supports the need for this material? Please note how it complements or is different from resources at maclearinghouse.com

     




Intended Audience:
Who is this material intended for? Particular age range? Ethnic or racial group? Risk group? Gender-based? Consumer or Provider group? Individuals engaging in a particular behavior? Geographic area? Other demographics?

     




Behavioral Objective:
 What do we want individuals/communities to be doing?
What are they doing or not doing now that we seek to change? Please note how/if this change will be measured.


     
 




Content:
What scenarios, models, facts, theory etc. will support the behavioral objective? What will empower an individual to make a behavior change? Did the target population give input into the content and/or images used? What will the tone of the material be?

     


Placement/Distribution/ 
Utilization of Material:
When, where and how will the materials be distributed?
Who will be involved in distribution and/or implementation (i.e. preventionist, physician, outreach worker, law enforcement personnel, trainer, etc.)?
How can MDPH support material distribution and/or implementation?

     





Languages:
Which language(s) will best represent the target audience and afford access, readability, etc.? Are translation services available? If so, who will be providing translation services? Who will provide the review of the translation?

     


Timelines & Next Steps:
1) BSAS will review all proposals within 2 weeks. 2) Scripts of radio, TV, video, etc. and drafts of other content should be submitted with a copy of the approved proposal (please highlight any changes). Feedback will be provided within 2 weeks. 3) Final products should also be submitted with the approved proposal, and will be reviewed in 2 weeks. Please attach your timeline, and allow extra time in the event that changes are needed.





Additional Comments:
BSAS welcomes additional information, as well as suggestions for the development of other statewide materials.

     








Please submit to your Contract Manager and the Public Information Coordinator:

Contract Managers:
Tonya Fernandes			or		Amal Marks            or             José Morales
DPH/BSAS 							          Same Address					       250 Washington Street, 3rd Floor
Boston, MA 02108					
617-624-5140					617-624-5172			617-624-5142
    Tonya.Fernandes@state.ma.us 			Amal.Marks@state.ma.us 	Jose.Morales@state.ma

Public Information Coordinator:
   Kathleen Herr-Zaya			and		Kat Whelton
DPH/BSAS						DPH/BSAS
250 Washington Street, 3rd Floor			250 Washington Street, 3rd Floor	
   Boston, MA 02108					Boston, MA 02108
   617-624-5143					617-624-5163
   Kathleen.Herr-Zaya@state.ma.us   			Kathleen.Whelton@state.ma.us


BSAS Materials Development Guide: Questions to Consider

Purpose:
What is the message trying to convey? New information? Resources? Build self-efficacy? Change beliefs and attitudes? Support behavior change? Build new skills? Address perceived risk of the audience? 

Audience:
What is the audience's current knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, skill level, and perceived risk about the topic? How does the message address the audience's current knowledge, skill level, etc. while trying to change them at the same time? Have members from the intended audience reviewed the draft materials?
Content:
Is the content consistent with “science/evidence based" information?
Does the message provide too little, too much or adequate information?
Is the content consistent with Bureau of Substance Abuse (BSAS) policies, goals and initiatives? Is the content culturally appropriate? Accurate? In logical sequence?(See BSAS Prevention Communications Protocol)
Format:
Is this the most appropriate format (size, length, etc.) to reach the intended audience? Are there alternative formats that should be considered?
Languages:
Are the materials in the most appropriate language(s) to reach the intended audience? Are there additional languages that should be considered?
Did someone who is familiar with the culture of the intended audience complete the translation? Is the translation a direct (word-for-word) translation or has it been altered to be more culturally appropriate? Has it been reviewed?
Venue:
Where does the audience frequent? What is the best time, place, etc to reach them? Is this material appropriate to the venue/setting? 
Comprehension:
Is the content easy to read (4-5th grade reading level)?
Are unknown acronyms, or medical/scientific jargon used?
Are slang words used? If so, do they compete with or support the intended message? Will all audience members understand the slang words?
Appearance:
Is the type big enough to read (at least 12 point)? Is there enough white space?
Are the design, colors and typeface attractive and appropriate to the audience?
Visuals:
Does the text/narrative/caption describe what occurs in the visual (if needed)?
Are people and situations represented realistically for the intended audience? (i.e. race/ethnicity, age, geography, setting, etc.) If photos or quotes are used, have releases been documented and filed?
Could the intended audience consider the images offensive? 
Do the images compete with or support the intended message?
Are the images universal enough to appeal to all members of the intended audience (are all nationalities, ages, etc. represented, if appropriate)?
Are the images eye-catching and attention grabbing?
Tone:
What is the tone of the message? Does it encourage behavior change in a supportive way? Does it provide a positive view of healthy behavior?


Appendix D – Draft for P
Massachusetts Department of Public Health
Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Communications Review Form

Step 2 & 3 of Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Communications Protocol*

Submitted for: (Check one)	 Draft Review (Include sample graphics if relevant)**
	 Final Product Review**
Date Submitted		
Contact Name(s)		
Program Name and Address		
		
		
Contact Phone Number		
Contact Email 		
	

Please check what type of material is being submitted, including title, audience and # of pages:

Educational / Marketing 
Title
Audience
Pages

Brochure




Campaign Materials (Specify)




Fact Sheet 




Newsletter




Billboard




Radio and or TV ad




Press Release




Website 




Other (Please specify)









Please complete this coversheet, attach a copy of the information to be reviewed and submit to your Contract Manager, Tonya.Fernandes@state.ma.us or Amal.Marks@state.ma.us, or Jose.Morales@state.ma.us and the Public Information Coordinator Kathleen.Herr-Zaya@state.ma.us and Kathleen.Whelton@state.ma.us.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Public Information Office Notes
__ Approved As Is	
__ Approved With Edits (see comments)	
__ Resubmit (see comments)

Comments:  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

* Step 1 is the Bureau of Substance Abuse Services Prevention Creative Brief Proposal
**Please note that two weeks should be allowed for each round of approvals. Allow an extra week if you would like to use MA Department of Public Health logos.Appendix E




Survey of Cambridge Middle School Parents

Please see the other attachment
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